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ABSTRACT
The.findings of studies on the status of medical

education in the South and the deliberations of a regional conference
"Alternatives in Medical Education in the South" held in At4anta,
December 15-16, 1980 are summarized in this publication. Th
following issues ,are addressed: (1) the national picture of the
future supply of physician -s: (21 physical supply in the south,: (31
d1stributiOn ofcphysicians: (41 increasing` the number of black
phySiCians in the south: (51 strategies for distribUting yhysiciane;.
and (61 issues in financing medical education.' As El,result of the
near doubling of enrollments in the medical schools of the South and'

.'khe reversal of the traditional out-migration of young physicians,
tie region is faced with the certainty of i-Surplus' of physicians' by
1990 and beyond, especially in the surgical specialities. Projections
show that despite the overall surprus,.problemS will still remain in
the distribution of physicians to, rural areas, inner-city areas, 4
primary care specialties, and public agencies. Shortages of black
physicians in proportion to the part_of the population that is black
will also continue. .(JN1
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I

Approximately eight percent of ,the/entire state expenditures for
.higher education in the South is spent on mediCalieducation,alone, And these
expenditures are increasing faster(than those for, the other parts,of the
'postsecondary education budget. SinCe,1965, the South has' created 16'pew
medical schools, and enrollments in the existipg schools have increased.
greatly. Recently, the federal government declared that the nation is headed
for a surplus of physicians, and announced its intention to end capitation
support for medical schools.

. FOREWORD

I-

4
°C10

.

Aware of the concerns of its leaders about' the costs of wedi al edu-
cations the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) has examine' the picture
of the future supply of physicians and the%alternativeg available-tothe
states to deal with t e problems of an impehding surplus _physicjvans and
the rising-costs of medical education. this publication summarizes the
findings, of studies of the situation inthe South and the deliberations of
a-regional conference q "Alternatives in Medical Education in the South"
held in. Atlanta'December.15-16, 1980. It is hoped this summary will assist
decision makers in both-state government and higher education to deal with
these issues.

iii

Harold L.-McPheeters, M.D.
Director
Commission' on Mental Health'
and HumanServices /.

/ Sou0eip'Regional Education Board
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THE NATIONAL PICTURE OF THE FUTURE SUPPLY OF PHYSICIANS

Medical-education in the United States began as an apprenticeship program.

However, at about the same time the nation declared its independence; propri-
,

etaty media schools were established, and later flourished in most of the

major citiQs, often in shameless competition with each other.

The quality of the schools and intense competition had become'so bad "6.Y.

the'early 1900s-that a special commissibn, headed by Abraham Flexner, was con-

vened to make recommendations fare future directions,of medical education in

the United States. The Flexner Repbrt in 1910' recommended the closing of many

of the smalPproOrietary medicaal colleges and the .e ablishme t.ofthe science-.

.based medical curriculum ehat befame the standard f medic 1 education as

exists today. Over the next two. decades,, Of the roprietary med

schools closed and/or consolidated with nearby ,schools---often those univer-
.

.

sitieswkieb could provide the sclentific instruction as well as.

resources necessary fot a well-rounded education.
J

he clinical

This pattern met the nation's overall need"for physicians until after

World War II when advances in the techniques of medical care led to increasing

-

specialization in the medical school curriculum-. Soon, the pattern for nearly

all medical sch014graduates wag to enter specialty training after their in-

terriships and then to set up specialty practices in the urban centers that

could best support them.

4
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With considerable growth in Lhe American economy,. more p 31e ,could pur-
e

-1.

4-7- .

chase the medical Care 'they needed. This increased demand, together with the
. 1

loss through death and retirement of general practitionePs in rural areas,

led to demands that there,be more medical school's and more 'medical graduated

to meet unmet,needS foi.'family physicians in undurderved areas:

States responded Uo these demarids by establishing 40 new medical schools

betwein 1960 and l986. and -by greatly increasing the enrollments in existing
4,-

g.01"-schools. The federal goved rnment AesRpnded by providing fund§ for. the construc-

tion of new medical school facilities. Thf4n, in 1963, Congress' began a program

of capitation support for medileal schools on the condition thAt they increase

their enrollments. 'In 1975, the Veteraps Administration alsq began a.program

to assist 4n the initial support of a.limited number of new; state medical

.

1"schools that would be- affiliatd with Veterans Administra\tion hospitals. Fopx
A

.

f these i{:eur medical schools are in the SoiA.
Va.

I
This program of federal-statesupport for the' development of new medical

schools and'Lhe expansion'of the enrollments of existing schools has bee

markably successful. Enrollments are now, 75 percent greater than in 1970., In

recent years, leaders in the federal government and in the medical profession

ha/e pointed out that thts,unprecedented increase in the numbers of medical

students is likely to lead CO surpluses of physieighs i the future. They
4

find that such a surplus is inevitable: the course of training to become a
.

.

practicing physician is 8. to 10 years, and the 100,000 students already in the
f A

pipelinein 1980 will produce an oversupply by 1990, Unchecked, an even greatei,

surplus of physicians is likely by the year 2000.

2
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.:11aE GRADUATE'MED1CAL EDUCATION NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT

In September 1980-, the final report' was released from the Graduate Medical

'Education National Advisory Cpmmittee (GMENAC), a national-conmitteg\xonvened
,)

by the Ilealth Resources Administratidn of the U.S. Department of ,Health and

Human' Services, to study and i'eport'on the- national trends and needs in medical

education. The GMENAC was made up of 23 meMbets; 19 were from the private sec-

tor of medicine and 3 from the major* medical services of the federal goyern-
.

ment. Panels. of'experts made projections for the numberasof phys.icians who

would be needed in the various specialties by 1990 and 2000. There were also

panelsithat rooked at such topics as non-physician providers, geographic dis-
,

tribution, medical education and financing.' The GMENAC report and its method

for projecting the. future need for-Physicians in the specialties' has stimulated

considerable di§cubsion at the national level.

TheE,tmethodology was basically a needs-based approach tb estimating the

medical care. requirements of the population of the United States by-1990 and

2000. That panelspanels of experts in the various medical speciaIties'estimated

speCialists wouTd.be needed to provide medfcal care for all the na-

tion's population in all the speciality areas. It projected the physician sup-
,'

ply for those years based on the current supply, anticipatednumbers of new

medical graduates of United States and foreign medical schools, and the expected,

attrition. The supply projeations predict an increase of physicians from

374,800 in 1978 to 536,000 in 1990. It is estimated that by 2000, there will

be 200,000 new .physicians in the primary care specialties -(general, practice,

filmily practice, obstetrics, pediatrics, and-general medicine)-. These, figures, .

f. .
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Flt least for 1990, are 'quite fttm because the physicians ffir 1490 are already

In the pipeilno tfs' medien students and residents In tralilag.

Overall, the dtENAC projected- that there mill be. 70,000 more physicians

than the panel of experts recommended would'be needed by 1990, and 150,000
4L-

more physicians than will p6
.\

needs and atiticIpeed supply

needed by. 2000. The GMENAC also projected the

for individual specialties..

specialties will short of the need by 1990:

SPECIALTIES
F I

Child psychiatfy
Adult psychiatry

''Emergency medicine
,4,,freventive medicine

) 4'r,For a number of 'specialties, the %imply

They found four'

PEUENTAGE 0 SUPPLY AVAILABLE
TO MEET NEED 'BY .1990

,
with,tKe need.

SPECIALTIES\

Hematology
Dermatology
Gastro-enterology
Osteopathic medicine
Family medicine
Internal medicine.
Otolaryngology

45 percent
80 percent
70 percent"

75 percent

will be nearly in &faience

l'ERCENTAGE OF SUPPLY AVAILABLE
TO,MEET.NEED BY 1990

,v,

%,90 percent
IDS percent
105. percent

105 percent
105 percent

4 105 percent
115 percent

The surgical specialties, radiology,

wil =1 show an oversupply of 150

Controversial Issues

There'are(.many Fontro

into several categories:

pathollpgy, and other specialties.

to 200 percent 1+199(1.

0
d.tr

.4

ersial aspect.s of

4

GMENAC report.

,

These fall\



- Methodolopy.
economic theories related to the
minority physicit'ins .

-. delegation of tasks to physiCjan extenders
- U.S. citizens studying medicine abroad
- ,need for'physicians in' academia and in.Che public sector ,

-
.
effect% of the reimbursement system for physlcia ', services ''.

- steps to government regulation
,

r
The two that gre especially revelant to the South are the economic theo-

ries of a sufilolus and the problem of minority physicians. .

There are those who argue that a surplus of physicians will,lead to bettor

distribution and lower Pees. However, presently, wide variations exist in the

rate of use physicians in different geographic areas, depending on the value

systems and the economic Well-being,of the population. Overall, it appears

that utilization rates of physicians are determined by the numbers of physi-.

available, to provide services. At the rate of the projected increases

irk numbhks of physicians by 1990, it can be expected that health care and

training costs will increase by $12 billion'a year nationally, without adjusting

for inflation. There is evidience that much of the technology (e.g:, medical
1

and surgical procedures) which is applied to patients in areas with an over-

supply of physicians ig not needed. *

ationally, only 3Ipercent of all physicians arre black, compared to 11_

percent of the total U.S. population. The parientage of black physicians will

increase to 5 percent as new graduates enter practice. However, it is no secret

that the delivery system for medical services is race conscious; 80 peicent of

ja black physician's patients are black. %A large percentage of the black
.

5
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nts,

Nationwide, the number of blackmedical graduates has stabilized at strut'

850 per year, with 500 of this number frothe pxydominantly black schools and

350 from all other schools. Numbers of black facultare insufficient in

.nearly all medical school.

Recommendations

The GUENAC made these recommendations:

1. Existing medical schools should reduce enrollments up
to 17 percent.

2. No new medical schools should be undertaken.'

3. The enrollment of black medical students should
be increased.

4. States should examine the use of physician extenders
(Physician assistants and nurse practitioners) and not
increase enrollments Untilt4g studies are completed.

4, .

5. Medical schools should emphasize preyention and changes
in, life-styles to reduce the amount.of chronic illness.

b. Medical schools should stress public Service,
r

7., States should keep monitoring the supply of physicians.

The GMENAC recommended that. its work be continuedo but" the Secretary of

Health and Human Services, Patricia Roberts Harris, decided not to renew its

charter. However, the federal government is using the committee's finding

thatthe nation is headed for a surplus of physicians as a rationale for ending

federal support for medical education.

6
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PHYSIC1AN,SUPPLY IN THE SOUTH*

Urior to, 1970, the South lagged far behind the rest of the nation in

the total supply of physicians. In 1970, the South had la physicians per

100,000 population, compared to the rest of the United States which had 134

physicians per 100,000 population. Only Maryland, with 146 per 100,000 was

ouer)the,national average.

A

However, growth in the number 'of physicians in the South during the last

it

decade has been phenomenal. Between 1970 and 1978, the su plY of physicians

increased 54 percent ih the Sou h, ccompared to 30 percent In the rest'of the

nation. While the dleral population of the South also increased during this
(

time, the rate of-increase of physicians outstripped thd 17 percent growth

in the population. After adjusting for increases in the general population,

the'rate of. increases of numbers of physicians per 100,000 population grew

by 16 to 36 percent in the various Southern states; by 1978, the region had

/128 physicians per 100,000 population. All states increased at a rate greater

than the average rate of the rest of the nation (see Table 1).

* Studies, of the current and future supply of physicians for the South and
its individual states were made in 1980 by James Begun and Donald Brown
at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill.

7
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Aon4edvial

19/0

Patient Caro MM.,: Pe
19/0 and 19/H

H10,000 Population

19/8

Alabama ' III 101
'Aikannan 80 99
Florida 11)

"oorgia 91 119
Kentucky 119 HO
Louisiana 104 121
Maryland 146 g4, 111/

Minmisnippi A 90
North Carolina 91 122
South Carolina HO 108

Tennesmee, 102 129
YVKAS 101 12/
Virnin" 104 114
West Virginia 92 112

SREB Region 100 128
Other Regions 114 156
United States , 124 148

PeCNent Incroone
1410-197H

11.11

11.9
14.8

A.1
16.1

211.2

21.4
12.8

15.8

26.0

24.4

29.9
21.9

28.2
16.2

18.7

The numbers are not adjusted for growth in.the "not classified" category, which increased
from 158 nationally in 1970 to 25,553 in 1978. "Other Regions" and 9United States" ex-
ci,lide possessions. 1970 population in U.S. Census count of resident population, from Area
Resource File. 1978 population is projected from mean 1970-l977, growth rates by county,
weighting 1975-6 and 1976-7 changes 1.5.

(:

Sources: J.N. leaug, G.A. Roback, and B.C. Martin, Distribution of Physicians in the United States, 1970.
Chicago: American Medical Ass6ciation, 1971.
L.E. Wunderman, Physician Distribution and Medical Licensure in the U.S., 1978. Chicagil
American Medical Association, 1979.

The increases in physicians are the result.of four factors:

1. The growth in the number of medical school graduates in the
region. There was an 84 percent increase in medical graduates
in the South compared to a 75 percent increase elsewhere in
the nation (see Table 2). The South has created 12 new medi-
cal schools since 1965, thus doubling the enrollments in the
existing schools.

2. The increase in the number of residents in specialty
training--a 63 percent increase in the South compared to a 26
percent elsewhere,. Formerly, graduates of SouthertNedical
schools left the region to pursue specialty training; this is
no longer true.
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20 years the region will nearly double the present number of physicians

(see. Table 3). Even with the population increases'pxpected, the South will
?)s,'

outstrip the rest Of the'nation in growth of physidians per 100,000 population.

:there are several ways to project the number. of physicians required:

need, demand, utilization. However, a common figure is 150 physicians per

4130,000 population (used by the World Health Organization and the national

government of Canada). By this standard, the nation is already oversupplied_

and the South is moving swiftly to close the gap. Whatever target is used,

the South will meet the need by 1990; by the year 2000, there will he

surplus of physicians in the region.

4.
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DISTRIBUTION-` O1`OPHYgIQ4ANS

sAll'cif the above discussion relates only to the total supply ofphysi-

cian..-However, the isgiles of distribution are more important than the total
- 7--

supply. There, are several aspects of distribution:

Geographic Distribution: In 1978, 50 to 70 percent of.the populations

of Allbama, Arkansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, and South

Carollga lived in counties with fewer than 100 physicians per 100,000 pop-

ulation. The figures were 40 to 50 percent in Georgia, Louisiana, Tennessee,

and West Virginia; and less than 40 percent in Florida, Maryland, TexaS, and

Virginia. There have been improvements; but the increases in the numbers of

physicians in rural'areas are only half those in urban areas (see Table 4).

It appears that increasing the overall supply of physicians will result in

some increases of physicians in rural areas, but creating an oversupply is an

inefficient way to address the problem of geographic distribution to rural
jo

and inner city areas.

N

Specialty Distribution: The area of medical practice that is generally

judged to he short of physicians in the South is prfmary care (family practice,

general practice, pediatrics, obstetrics, and internal medicine). The South

has experienced a 2.5 percent decline in the percentage of primary care spe-

cialists since 1970. The vast increases of physicians in the South have so

far led to increasing specialization in the better supplied specialties,

rather than to an increase in the primary care specialties. The current em-

phasis on family practice residency training may reverse this trend slightly

in the future, but it has not done so yet.

11
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Minority Distribution: Despite slight improvements, there is, and will

continue to be, a shortage of minority physicians in the South. About 18.5

percent of the South's population is black, but only 2.4 percent of the South's

physic4lans are black. With increased enrollments of blacks in Southern medi-

cal schools (currently 7.9 percent), this percentage can increase to only h

percent- -far short of the black percentage of population.

12
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Vurtailing the Surplus: A moderate surplus of physicians cannot be

avoided, even if today the states .a.nd the medical schools were to take actions,

to cut back on admissions. Howe-vef, t South may be able to curtail a p-eat

surplus of physicians in the future by cutting back on medical school enroll-

ments. Een so, many of the problems of disttihution will' remain despite the

overall supply, unless specific strategies are undertaken to address these

problems.

Dr. Kenneth Penrod, from the Florig?Community Hospital Fducation Council,

a man wl(o has given especially close scrutiny to the supply of physicians in

that state, stresses the importance of up-to-date and complete data for making

decisions about what actions to take. In Florida, he has obt'ained data from

county medical societies, yellow pages of telephone direCtories, hic&nses of

physicians with Florida addresses, medical school faculties and residents, and

Veterans Administration staff to calculate the number of full-time-equivalent

physicians. (He counted residents in training. a

He then studied the population projections for the

f a full-time physician.)

ate, making allowat e for

the large influx of tourist/visitors to Florida and the large geriatric popu-

lotion of the state.

Applying the (MFNAL need ratios to Florida, he tound that Florida will

meet all of its needs for physicians by 1981. There will then he a surplus of

physicians, especially in the surgical and some othcf spe, ilties. Florida

issues about 950 new licenses each year and has over 1,800 residency training

slots. Despite the coming surplus, I for ida, like time other state;, will (OH-

tinuc to 14iv shortages of phYSit ions In ,111d -,11()ttngt., k

physh-irins.



Dr. James Glenn, a urologist" and dean of the chool of Medicine at Emo

Univerity, notes thit the,surplus of urologists has been predicted since 1966.

The nat=ion is training 350 urologists each year, but.needs only 170. Other

specialties are even moreoversupplied. Such a surplus raises questions of

the quality of care, because speciSlists must perform a certain number of

procedures in order to retain their skills. There is a'danger of falling

below that minimum, althoug14 fees will remain high enough to assure that phy07

cians maintain adequate incomes. Dr. Glenn predicts that many physicians will

leave medicine acid never practice, such as is the case in Europe. He feels

that actionust be taken to reduce enrollments in both medical schools and

in surgical residencies.

.0*

Senator Dewey .White of Alabama, ayr'acticing pediatrician in Birminghadr,
v.

concurs. All projections agree that where will betoo many physicians by,1990.

We are alrOady behind in making cutbacks in enrollments of medical studenes

and in most residency training programs. Legislators are primarily concerned

with two issues:

1. The high cost of medical education and health care.

2. Distribution of physicians--especially to rural areas.

The goal of creating an adequate supply of physicians has been reached; it is

now time to face the new reality posed by these issues. Both legislators and

medical school officials must look closely and ask questidns, but it will be

better if the medical schools voluntarily make the tough decisions.

14
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INCREASING'THE NUMBER OF BLACK PHYSICIANS IN THE SOUTH .

Despite projections for the future supply of physiciAns that point to a

coming surplus, both national and Southern studies stress the need to increase

the number of black physic4ans, while at the same time reducing the overall

number of physicians being /trained. The 14 states of the South have 12

million black Americans, or 49 percent of the black population of the Untied

States. The percent of the South's population that is black ranges from 36

percent in Mississippt to. 2 percent in West Virginia, averaging about 18.5

percent. Yet black physicians make up only 2.4 percent of all the South's

physicians. The result is a black population to black physician ratio that is

12 times the same ratio for,white. Yet the delivery.system for medical cane,
42r.

except for emergerfcy care and tertiary care, is deesidedly race conscious. Vety

few white physicians locate in black ne)ighborhoods.in either urban or rural

areas, At the same time, graduates of Meharry Medical College and Howard

University College of Medicine do loAte in these underserxed areas in high

percentages, according to follow-up studies of graduates of these two schools.

Nationally, 6.6 percent of entering medical students are black,

decline from the peak of 7.5 percent in 1974. One problem is that the

477'.

of black students who apply for medicaPschoods has not increased significantly

since 1974. Black students make up 6.3 O'ercent-pf the medical school enroll-

ments in the South, but this relatively higher ratio is because of predominantl

15



black Meharry and Morehouse medicalcoligge's (see Table 5). In 1980, there
Iv,

were 1,374 black applicants for medical schools from the 14 SREB states;
F

these, 27.,percent (374)°actually enrolled. The South produced 53 percent of

the nation's black applicants to

those who actually matriculated.

medical schools, but lnly 37 percent of

According to Dr. Louis Sullivan, dean of Morehouse College School of

Medicine, to achieve parity in blacksamong physicians in the South; .efforts

are needed at several levels to increase the numbers of black physicians.
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b.

I

V

. ,

0 Increase thelpe of the applicant pool through improved academic.

preparation,,,increaVed motivation and cqunseling, and financial
assistance.

2) Improve the quality of pre - medical education in colleges with high

percentages of minority students. There should also be liaisons

between medical schodls and these colleges, with relationships be-
/

tween students, faculty,, and adMinistrators. Combined baccalaureate7:

medical ation programs should be tried.

3) Provide e y counseling and motivation to minority s
el)

4, re 11
high schools.

in the

4) Provide low interest loans and scholarships ,....._forfr,".e. ,,
-,1 '',/'most of whom come from families whose total -4aprio

4

than $10,000.
,$

5) Assure,commitment and concern by the deans andfalulties of the

`'medical schools to provide educational Apd social support for

black students.

6) Increase the numbers of minority persons on the faculties of the

medical schools.
ti

7) Provide strong tutorial programs for all students who may have

academic problems.

8) Provide support from stats governments for the predominantly

black medical schools which graduate over half of all the nation's

black physicians.



,

The ,interstate contracts

.1

Education.Boaid,-ba6 helped,ifisd

'+o

tiid- administered by the Southern Regional

e.continued efforts of Meharry Medical

College. and'more recently Moi4hdueSchool of Medicine. Because these
F -

-scheidis have.demons,tr4ted their success in identifying, recruiting, and

educating black Physicians who have come) from disadvantaged backgrounds,

11egislators And higher education officials should Cbnsiffer expanding support

\
.

far these programs at Meharry and Morehouse, as recommended by a

, special committee of SREB in June 1980. With strong support and encourage-

ment, more young 'black citizensiwill be motivated to plan and prepare them-

selves for careers in medicine.

6

#\
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STRATEGIES,FORDISTRIBUTION OF PHfSICIANS

Perhaps the. major reason states and the federal'government made such
40
strong efforts to increase the supply of physicians during the 1960s and

1970s was to train physicians to replace the general practitioners who were

dying or retiring in small qommunities and in rural areas. The notion was

Olat if the nation created enough new physicians, they would somehow distribute

themselves to the areas where they-were needed.

But now that the South has nearly doubled enrollments in the Medical

4
schools and is fast approaching an oversupply of physicians, it appears that

the problems p fi.distribution remain almost as severe as ever. The projections

for the future indicate that the problems in distribution will remain even in

the face of a consideiable oversupply of physic)hans--unless the states and

medical schools undertake-specific strategies to address these problems.

The problems of distribution lie in three areas:

1. Geographic distribution to rural commun4ies and to some
inner city locations.

2. Subspecialty distribution to the primary care specialties
of family practice, general practice, obstetrics, and
general medicine and pediatriCs, and to the specialties
of adult and child psychiatry.

3. Public service distribution to work in city general hospitals,
state mental hospitals, and public health and mental health
centers and agencies.

19



Dr. Eugene Mayer, director of the Nbrth Carolina Area Health Education

Center at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill points out the im-

pdrtance of collaboration between the medical schbols and the state and

local governments in solVing these problems. Both the academic health

sciences centers and state governments have important roles to play.

The states of the South have already chosen several strategies to influence

the distribution of physicians which may be directed to either the ed-
.

ucational system or. the delivery system. Some sophisticated combination of

these will be more productive. than either alone. Not only should there he a

6
variety of strategies, but the strategies should be applied in some coordinated

manner.
x

Among the strategies that may he directed to physicians in their train-

ing years are:

preferential admissions for applicants who agree to serve in
the areas of need

loan forgiveness programs with steep penalties for L\ailure to
serve,

- use of training sites in the need areas

special funding for residency training in the "short supply"
specialties

- use of Area Health Education Centers (AHECs) for training in
primary care and rural practice.

The strategies directed to physicians in training are more effective

than those directed to physicians already in practice, presumably because

the physicians hav been socialized in their developing years to a pattern

of life and work which they tend to maintain. However, efforts directed
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O

toward training will be most effective wen they are combined with strategies

to make the practice locations more attractive.

Among the.strategies that may be considered to influence the distri-

bution of physicians in practice are:

increasing the income for physicians in need areas

changing licensure provisions (e.g., to allow physician
extenders to assist physicians in rural practices and in
family practices)

encouraging and assisting communities to recruit and support
physicians with governmental funding and support services for
physicians who practice in need areas, following the pattern of
the National Health Service Corps.

Dr. Mayer recommends that these also be combined into sophisticated

combinations. Single strategies, such as loan forgiveness programs, have

often failed when they were provided to students who had no orientation or

interest in practicing in the need areas.

North Carolina has had remarkable success in encouraging physicians to

choose primary care specialties and small town practice through coordinating

both training programs and funding to influence the distribution of physicians.

The North Carolina Health Manpower Plan, 1980-1985, includes roles for aca-

demic health centers, medical schools, the 9 regional Area Health Education

Centers (AHECs), community hospitals, and the state government. The basic

programs which are included in this overall effort are:

family medicine training priNrams with state appropriations

training Ind Ilse of physician extenders (physLian
And nurse practitioncr,;)
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- loan forgiveness for physicians who practice in rural areas

- recruitment of special students (e.g., minority students)

expansion of medical school enrollments

an'Office of Rural Health Services to aid communities in
meeting their service needs through 27 health centers

- Area Health Education Programs in nine regions of the state.

These programs are well financed by the state, which has made a strong

commitment to these efforts. The two programs which need a bit of explana-

tion are the Office of*ural Health Services and the Area Health Education

Centers.

Created by a state appropriation in 197 the Office of Rural Health

Services helps with community organization, the design of primary care systems,

and the organization and managemer\t\ of local health centers. The office pro-

vides local health centers with both technical and financial assistance.

The local health service programs have been organized in collaboration with

the county and state medical societies and local boards of directors. A

local contribution is required. Of the 27 health centers that have been

assisted by the Office of Rural Health Services, 18 are now self sustaining.

(4A relatively inexpensive program, the Office of Rural Health ervices

costs $1.3 million per year. The Office has helped direct the recruitment

PIand. ace"ment of 300 physicians and many other health professionals by con-

tracting all piimary care residents in North Carolina and putting them in

touch with communities that are seek g physicians. The Office also provides

22
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coordination of thd physicians placed in North Carolina by theNational

Health Service Co Ps.

The Area Health Edutation Center Program in North Carolina is the,

nation's largest. (There re federally supported AHECs in Texas, West'

Virginia, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina, and non-

federal*AHECs in Kentucky, Arkansas, and Tennessee.) The AHEC program in

North Carolina is statewide. While it is based in the medical schools, it

has cooperative relationships with local medical societies and is generally

viewed by people in the nine regions as a local program. It serves all

kinds of health manpower-physicians, dentists, nurses, and allied health

workers--and maintains libraries and classrooms in local community hospitals.

Its objectives are:
1) to increase the number of persons in careers in primary

care and community practice

2) to help practitioners keep up-to-date

,Q) to decrease professional isolation

4) to help communities recruit and tletain health workers of
all kinds

It also provides technical assistance to physicians, nurses, hospitals, and

nursing homes. The AHEC yogram has administrative staff and full-time

faculty persons.who teach in the centers. This program receives $24 million

per year from the state, but it has raised Nroth Carolina, the nation's

fourth most rural state, to the top in the numbers of physicians per

100,000 population in rural counties.

23
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Dr. Edward Brandt of the University of Texas system finds that when

communities stress the quality of life for a physician, as well as financial

support, they are much more likely to be successful in recruiting physicians.'

He also feels that strategies for attracting physicians to practice in need

areas will be far more successful than mandated programs, which have never

worked in the past.

Representative William Weinberg of Kentucky notes that while all

states might not be able to do the many things which 4e impressiVe

si\North Carolina, they can set priorities and improve their situations.

He stresses:

1) having a coordinating unit at the state level with a
chief and some staff

2) developing grass roots networks to recruit and support physicians

3) providing a residency training in the need areas

4) using a multi-faceted approach, including combinations of
strategies

Dr. Roger Bost, director of Arkansas' AHEC program, is a leader in

helping a relatively poor rural state address these long-standing prob-

lems of distribution. The state cf Arkansas assessed its problems (e.g.,

half of all its physicians were located in just two cities, while 65 of its 75

counties were classified as rural and losing general practitioners) in thee

mid-1960S and, as a result has taken several actions:

expanded th4kedical school building and doubled enrollments in the
medical schools

developed a Department of Family and Community Medicine

24
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set up a rural medical practice loan program which is
well funded

- established an AHEC at the University of Arkansas with six-,
regional centers including family practice residency train-
ing prOgrams

- established rural preceptorships for 75 percent of sophomore
and junior medical students

- provided for 2-months clinical rotation of senior medical
students to the AHECs, with lodging provided

- expanded the state Medicaid program

- established an Office of Research in Medical Practice focused
on rural practice problems (supported by the Winrock Foundation)

- established an Office of Community Medical Relations, to work
with communities in recruiting and supporting physicians

1- began hosting community physician fairs where communities can
set up booths and meet with medical students and residents
who are considering practice locations.

The distribution is improving. Their studies shoW that 70 percent of the

graduates of their family medicine program are locating in Arkansas communi-

ties of less than 12,000 populatiolt.
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ISSUES IN FINANCING MEDICAL EDUCATION*

In 1977-78, fundinglfbr medical schools in the United States amounted

to $4.3 billion, not includinge.aduate medical education or capital expen-

ditures. Revenues for medical schools rose 267 percent in the decade from

1968 to 1978, while medical student enrollments were increasing 75 percent

and tol students for whom medical schools-have teaching responsibilities

rose 80" percent.

During this period, the burden of financing medical schools shifted from

the federal government to the states and to the revenues of the schools them-
(

selves (see Table 6). There has been a decline in the federal portion of

support - -from 55 percent in 1965-66 to 30 percent in 1977-78--largely

because of diminishing federal assistance for biomedical research. Federal

research funds now comprise less than one-fifth of total revenue for medical

schools, compared to one-third 10 years ago. Federal research funds are

restricted to research activities, however, and are not available for general

operation of medical schools.

* Eva C. Galambos, an economist on the staff of the Southern, Regional Educa-
tion Board, has made an analysis of the impact of the withdrawal of federal
funds from two sources: 1) the capitation support for all medical schools
and 2) the support the Veterans Administration has given to assist in the
development of certain new state-supported medical schools to operate in
conjunction with Veterans Administration hospitals.
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It 'TABLE 6

Sources of Revenue For UnitedStares Medical Schools
1960-61 - 1977-78

1960-61 19t5-66 1970-71 1975-76 1977E-78

Federal Government* 42% 55% 45% 37% 30%

State/Local Governmentt 19 16. 23 28 264
....

Non-Covernment** 27 18 18 15 14

Medical School/
University Activities** 13 12 14 19 .29

1
*Includes endowdent income, gifts, and revenue from miscellaneous sources.
**Includes revenue from medical yervice plans, tuition and fees, general university funds support?ng
the medical school, college sefvices, and hospitals and clinics, but not indirect costs recovered
from sponsored programs.

*Includes indirect costs recovered.

Sources: Medical Education; Institutions, Characteristics and Programs, Americari-Assoclatiun of
Medical Colleges, Washington, August 1979, p. 20; and "Medical Education in the U.S.,
1978-1979," Journal of the American Medical Association, March 7, 1980, p.859.

loW
The capitation funds, which are tied directly to. enrollments and which

medical schools have been free to use as they decide, have declined from

$2,015 per student in 1973 to an estimated $685 per student in 1980. The

total capitation support for medical schools in the Southern states in 1979

was $19 million, which represented approximately1 5 percent of the states'

contributions to medical school revenues. At the lower level of funding of

1980 the total of capitation Support to the region was $12 million, or approx-

imately 2.8 percent of what the states are currently providing to the

5'

schools (see Table 7).

The Veterans Administration program of support for the aid of the dev-

elopment of new state medical schools is one of declining support. All sup-

port is to end after the seventh year, which will be 1983. After 1983 this

amount will have to be made up by the states. This falls on those states

27
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which have the new medical schools (University of South Carolina, East

Tennessee State University, Marshall University, and Texas A&M University).

There is another type of Veterans Administration support--spetial purpose

grants to medical schools affiliated with VA hospitals. This program provided

$5 Milliln to the medical schools of the South in February 1979. The appro-

priations under this program have been reauthorized, but no funds have been

appropriated. Columns 2 and 4 of Table 7 show the extent of the possible

TABLE 7

Estimated Losses to Medical Schools
If Capitation and Veterans Administration Support* Cease

Capitation
Percent

Capitation and
Veterans Administration

1980

of 1,08-79

State Support** 1980
Percent of

State Support*

(millions) (millions)

Alabama $ .638 1.5% $ 1.678 3.9%
Arkansas .359 4.2 .359 ll..2

Florida .956' 3.0 1.216 13.8

Georgia .829 4.3 .829 4.3
Kentucky .689 4.1 .689 4.1

Louisiana 1.169 4.6 1.364 5.4

Maryland ..960 6.5 .960 6.5

Mississippi .418 3.1 .418 3.1

North Carolina 1.093 3.4 1.093 3.4

South Carolina .495 2.0 3.195 11.7

Tennessee 1.122 4.8 3.722 16.0

Texas 2.435 1.7 7.635 5.4

Virginia 1.005 '3.1 1.575 4.8

West Virginia .278 1.6 1.834 10.4

Region $12.446 2.8%. $26.567 6.0

*Veterans Administration support includes faculty support for developing schools in the last year of
appropriated support, and special grants to affiliated t,edical schools, also in the last year of appropriated
support. When current years are counted instead of the last year of support, the losses would be even larger.

**State Support refers to state appropriations and subsidies to public and private medical schools for
general operations, 1978. State funds for capital improvements and for restricted programs are not included.

SOURCES: Col. 1--1978-79 Enrollment (Medical Education in the U.S. 1978-79,
JAMA, March 3, 1980) x $685.

Col. 2--State support for operations, 1979, supplied by the Association
of American Medical Colleges.

Col. 3--Veterans Administration appropriations and medical schools,

plus Col. 1.
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losses to the individual states. The total of all the federal funds under

the capitation grants and the Veterans.Administration support is $27 million

or 6.0 percent of what the SREB states now provide the medical schols.
7

Meanwhile, the proportion of medical school revenues that comes from

state appropriations has risen from 16 percent in 1965-66 to 26 percent in

1978. In 1979, the Southern states contributed $445 million to the general /

operations of publi'd and private medical schools, not including graduate med-

ical education, capital expenditures, or student loan funds. The figures for

the individual states are shown in Table 8. The Southern states are already

quite generous in their support of medical schools ($8.36 per $10,000 of

personal income, compared to a $5.64 average for the United States). The

medical schools are most likely to appeal to the state treasuries to make up

the $27 million that will be lost from the termination of federal capitation

grants and Veterans Administration support.

There are other possible sources of funds to offset these losses. One

of these is higher tuition. Medical school tuitions have increased sharply

since 1960 (see Table 9). However, tuitions are generally lower in the South

than elsewhere in the nation (33 percent lower in public schools, and 20 per-'

cent lower in private schools).

Dr. Galambos points out that despite the increases in tuition, the rate

of return for medical education compared to the prospective income of a

physician is far better than that of any alternative career field. Thus, to

the extent that medical students are motivated by economics and have access

29
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TABLE II

State Support of Medical School:
1978-79

State Suppoi't to State Support
Medical Schools*-- .
General Operations Per 10,000 As Percent of

1978-79 Per Personal' Income Higher education
at, Resident 1977-78

(thousands)
t4/

\,.., Alabama $ 42,913 $11,46 -$16.32 7.40%
Krkansas p 8,507 3.92 5.75 4.70
Florida 31,872 3.64 4.21 6.p2

Georgia 19,263 MI 5,01 3.92**
Kentucky 16.918 4.85 6.53 3.95
Louisiana 25,300 6.35 8.42 7.31
'Maryland 14,824 3.62 3.92 3.93

.1.,

Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina

13,339
32,406
25,200

5.54
5.88
8.79

8.91
7.85

12.23

1.
5.53
5.27
4.58

Tennessee 23,265 5.34 7.28 3.17
Texas 140,983 10.65 12,18 10.96
Virginia 32,615 6.47 7.29 5.30 1
West Virginia 17,684 9.42 12.60 12.94

Region 445,139 6.68 8.36 -

United States 1,080,059 4.94 4.64 4.83

*To public and private colleges.
**Excludes Morehouse in 1977-78

SOURCES: Column 1--Association. of American Medical Colleges. -

Column 2--Bureau of Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 876.
Column 3--U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis,

BEA 80-26, May 11, 1980.
Column 4-- Journal of Medical Education, Vol. 54, December 1979, p. 965.

TABLE 9

Medical School Tuition and Fees, United States
1960-61 - 1978-79

Private Schools Public Ahools, In-State Residents

1960-61

1965-66

1970-71

1975-76

1977-78

1978179

$1,050 $ 498

1,440 600

2,000 683

3,075 960

4,150 1,200

5,994* 1,473*

*Average private tuition for 1978-79 as calculated from Appendix 11, "Medical
Education in che'U.S., 1978-1979,"*Journal of the American Medical Association,
March 7., 1980, is $6,549, and public tuition for in-state residents is $1,750.
Excluding California public institutions with B2 tuitions, the average is $1,875
for public, in- state.

Source: Associatio`In of Ainerican Medical Colleges, Medical Education: Insti-
tutions, Characteristics, and Programs, Washington, D.C., 1979, p. 14.

o.
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to funds (either their families or through leans or scholarships), higher

tuitions would not beem.fo constitute a deterrent to medical students. The

issues then become: (1) Are loans and financial aid sufficiently available
4

fof,students who,do not have financial resources? and (2) If such funds are

available, are the burdens of repaying so onerous that they discourage poten-
t

tial qualified applicants or encourage them to choose high paying specialties

where they are not needed in order to repay their loans? There have been

great increases in loans and scholarships--from.$15.million in 1963 to

$263 million in 1978. Most of the increases in loan and scholarship funds are

service-related, that is' they require the physi ian to practice in an under-

served area or pay a stiff financial penalty.

Presently three-fourths of medical students graduate in debt, to the

average amount of $13,800, but only about one-third'of this amount has been

incurred in medical school; the remainder is from undergradAte years.

Some persons fear that .high tuition policy will push all but the

wealthiest medical students either into indentured service or into the most

lucrative specialties in order to repay their debts. While there'appears to

be no answer to that fear, states will nd to assess the adequacy of their

commitments to scholarships and loans for disadvantaged students.

Medical practice plans' can be another possible source for making up the

lost federal revenues to the medical schools. Medical practice plans govern

the funds generated by the fees of the clinical faculty for the physicians'

services they render in the course of their teaching and research. These plans

31
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have'beeome an. increasingly important part of the funding for medical education,

especially, to support wind laboratory assistants. In 1978,

medical,ptcEice plans generated $616 million, or 14.3 percent of medical

school revenues. While the clinical practices which generate this income do

complement dt clinical teaching of medical studentqg emphasis on the finan-

cial aspects f these practices could lead to sacrifices in the quality of

the instruction. At one time, medical schools depended almost entirely on

the volunteer services Of physicians for their clinical instruction, but

reforms made,after the landmark Flexner Report of 1910 focused on the employ-

ment of full-time clinical faculty at the prevailing income rate of private

practitioners. Overall, it appears that there are serious limitations to

the possibilities of asking the medical practice plans to contribute a larger

oportion to the revenues of the medical schools--since some schools are

not geographically situated to yield greater revenues and since there is a

point beyond which the quality of clinical instruction will be reduced.

4.
Another alternative to the loss of federal funds would be to reduce the

4.4

size of the classes in existing schools, or perhaps to close some schools.

In view of the impending surplus of physicians in theaSouth, this is an

attractive option fOr reasons other than economics. HOwX ever, such cuts in'

enrollments would have to be accompanied by cuts in faculty and other

operating costs and this is difficult to do. Accreditation standards and

basic concerns for quality of the instructional process demand certain minimum

numbers of faculty'and resources. Major cuts in faculty would probably also

require substantial revisions in curriculum, a difficult undertaking in any
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institution of higher education, especially for a program that is constrained

by professional accreditation at such as those of the Liaison'Comlittee

on Medical Education. One implication of this is tha
It

the states should

seriously consider putting a lid on any currently planned increases in mediCal

school enrollments. In this vein, Alabama has already decided to limit en-

rollments to those of 1980, rather than allowing further expansions that had

been scheduledl This will not make up for the loss,of federal funds, but it

will prevent the deficit from becoming much larger.

From the point of view of the state legislator or the higher education

agency, the problem of the loss of the federal funds is only a small part of

the overall concern for medical education. Of far greater concern to the

states is the total coot and complexity of the expenditures for medicaled-

ucation. The states are especially concerned about the escalating costs of

new medical schools. For example, in one Southern state, a new medical school

. which was estimated to cost the state $1 million,iPer year at the time the

decision was made to begin theNpew school in 1973; actually cost the state

$10 million by 1977, and now is estimated to cosC$15.7 million by 1985.

By the mid-Eighties the new school will require the same number of state

dollars for teaching 290 students that an established medical school in the

same state will require to train 700 to 800 students. In addition, medical

educatfon cost increases are far out-distancing those of the other parts of

higher education. For example, Texas increases in appropriations to the

seven academic health science centers equaled the appropriations to all of the

33 other universities and colleges iq the University of Texas' system. The
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polixymakers feel that there must be n !Amy to estimate what medical education

should cost for purposes of state support, in contrast to the pre4nt practice

of supply 0g Ault the medical schools any it costa.

R
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SUMMARY

.., :,\ ,r1

111.

\ ,..

1.

The states and the medical schools of the South are facing a significantly

changed circumstance from that experienced just a few, years ago when the region

faced a shor'tage of physicians. As a result of the near doubling of enroll-

/
ments in the medical schools of the South and the reversal of the traditional

out-migration of young physicians, the region is faced with the certainty of a

surplus of physicians by 1990 and beyond. The surplus will be especially se-

vere in the surgical specialties and in the hospital-based specialties of pa-

thology and radiology. Projections show that despite the orall surplus of

physicians, problems will still remain in the distribution of physicians to ,

rural areas, to inner city areas, to the primary care specialtid to work

in public agencies. Shortages of black physicians in proportion to the part

of the population that is black will also continue.

t.

The medical schools are also faced with the loss of federal capitation

funds and some Veterans Administration funding. In total, these losses make

up about 6.0 percent of what the states are now spending to support medical

education. Several alternatives are available to manage the loss of federal

funds--increased state appropriations, decreased enrollments, incr a ed tuition,

tighter management, and increased contributions from medical practice plans.

At this time, the states are concerned about the increases-in the costs of

medical education, which have outstripped the increases A all the rest of
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postsecondary education, and efforts aro und-CA to develop 0 better under-

standing of these costs,

The states and the-medical schools must work together to develop strate-

gies for dealing with the increasing costs and the problems of distribution

of physicians to areas of need. Collaborative actions with coordinated plan-

ning can make a significant improvement in the distribution of physicians,. but

specific actions are necessary. The pending surplus of physicians will not

produce better distribution, but, rather, the result will be over-utilization

of physicians in the urban areas and some dropout of physicians from the

profession.

With the withdrawal of federal funding and concern for overall supply of

physicians, the major public source of funding for medical.education will be

7 the states. It is(essential that the state policymakers and the leaders in

medical education understand the current issues and needs. Each state must

make its own decisions about how to solve the problems, but all states are

facing much the same set of issues resulting from a surplus .of physicians in

the secondart care specialties in the near future.


